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The Wiley Handbook of Sex Therapy is a comprehensive and empirically-based review of the latest theory and practice in the
psychotherapeutic treatment of sexual problems across client populations. Structured in four sections covering specific sexual
dysfunctions, theoretical approaches to sex therapy; working with client diversity; and future directions in sex therapy Advocates a
holistic approach to sex therapy with a focus on using a range of psychotherapeutic theories and techniques rather than only the
most popular behavioral strategies Includes case studies which highlight the broad spectrum of diverse conditions that clients can
experience and which sex therapists can therefore encounter in the consulting room Includes contributions by more than 60
experts from a wide range of disciplines
This book examines sexuality in the past, and explores how it helps explain sexuality in the present. The subject of sexuality is
often a controversial one, and exploring it through a world history perspective emphasizes the extent to which societies, including
our own, are still reacting to historical change through contemporary sexual behaviors, values, and debates. The study uses a
clear chronological structure to focus on major patterns and changes in sexuality—both sexual culture and sexual behaviors—in the
main periods of world history, covering topics including: • The sexual implications of the transition from hunting and gathering
economies to agricultural economies; • Sexuality in classical societies; • The postclassical period and the spread of the world
religions; • Sex in an age of trade and colonies; • Changes in sexual behaviors and sexual attitudes between 1750 and 1950; •
Sex in contemporary world history. This new edition examines these issues on a global scale, with attention to anthropological
insights on sexuality and their relationship to history, the dynamics between sexuality and imperialism, sexuality in industrial
society, and trends and conflicts surrounding views of sex and sexuality in the contemporary world.
The book surveys the ways in which Christian ideas and institutions shaped sexual norms and conduct from the time of Luther and
Columbus to that of Thomas Jefferson. It is global in scope and geographic in organization, with chapters on Protestant, Catholic,
and Orthodox Europe, Latin America, Africa and Asia, and North America. All the key topics are covered, including marriage and
divorce, fornication and illegitimacy, clerical sexuality, same-sex relations, witchcraft and love magic, moral crimes, and inter-racial
relationships. Each chapter in this second edition has been fully updated to reflect new scholarship, with expanded coverage of
many of the key issues, particularly in areas outside of Europe. Other updates include extra analysis of the religious ideas and
activities of ordinary people in Europe, and new material on the colonial world. The book sets its findings within the context of
many historical fields- the history of sexuality and the body, women's history, legal and religious history, queer theory, and colonial
studies- and provides readers with an introduction to key theoretical and methodological issues in each of these areas. Each
chapter includes an extensive section on further reading, surveying and commenting on the newest English-language secondary
literature.
Law and Anthropology, the latest volume in the Current Legal Issues series, offers an insight into the state of law and anthropology
scholarship today. Focussing on the inter-connections between the two disciplines it also includes case studies from around the
world.
Using case material presented by distinguished authorities in the fields of psychotherapy, sex therapy, couples therapy and family
therapy, this edited book addresses issues in sexuality that are often raised in psychotherapy (individual, marital and family
therapy) across diverse cultures.
Complete coverage of The Handbook of Sexual and Gender Identity Disorders provides authoritative coverage of the etiology,
diagnosis, and treatment of three major DSM-IV-TR classifications of sexual disorders and gender identity disorders: sexual
dysfunctions, gender identity disorders, and paraphilias/atypical sexual behaviors. The first internationally contributed handbook of
its kind, this practical guide provides mental health professionals as well as medical professionals with the latest information in the
understanding and treatment of sexual problems and gender identity related disorders. Covering both the medical and mental
health related aspects of sexual dysfunctions and gender identity disorders, topics covered include: * Male sexual arousal disorder
* Female desire disorder * Female genital pain and its treatment * Aging and sexuality * Disease and sexuality * Gender identity
disorders in adults * Cross-cultural issues in gender identity disorders * Paraphilic sexual disorders * Sexual addiction * Legal and
privacy issues surrounding paraphilias An insightful and unique resource, the Handbook of Sexual and Gender Identity Disorders
prepares mental health and medical professionals to more skillfully and compassionately recognize and address the sexual issues
of those who seek their help.
The second edition of "American Sexual His"tories features an updated collection of sixteen articles by prominent historians and
their corresponding primary sources that investigate issues related to human sexuality in America from the colonial era to the
present day. Reflecting the myriad ways historians interpret and analyze sexuality and sexual trends, the essays offer in-depth
exploration of topics such as contraception, prostitution, interracial relationships, same-sex desire, reproductive politics, and
intersex and transgender history. Taken as a whole, the essays richly illustrate how the evolution of sexuality in America is a
product of an ongoing negotiation of moral values and shifting political and economic circumstances. The chapters are arranged
chronologically and include introductions by editor Elizabeth Reis which lend clarity and add historical context to the major articles
and the supporting documents that follow. The carefully selected couplings of essays and primary sources allow readers to
evaluate historical documents for themselves, test the interpretations of historians, and draw independent conclusions. Both
scholarly and highly accessible, "American Sexual Histories" offers illuminating insights into the complex evolution of sex and
sexuality in America.
How did gender figure in understandings of spatial realms, from the inner spaces of the body to the furthest reaches of the globe?
How did women situate themselves in the early modern world, and how did they move through it, in both real and imaginary
locations? How do new disciplinary and geographic connections shape the ways we think about the early modern world, and the
role of women and men in it? These are the questions that guide this volume, which includes articles by a select group of scholars
from many disciplines: Art History, Comparative Literature, English, German, History, Landscape Architecture, Music, and
Women's Studies. Each essay reaches across fields, and several are written by interdisciplinary groups of authors. The essays
also focus on many different places, including Rome, Amsterdam, London, and Paris, and on texts and images that crossed the
Atlantic and the Mediterranean, or that portrayed real and imagined people who did. Many essays investigate topics key to the
’spatial turn’ in various disciplines, such as borders and their permeability, actual and metaphorical spatial crossings, travel and
displacement, and the built environment.
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Contemporary Sex Therapy explores modern sexuality, its expression and problems, and some of the uniquely twenty-first century issues
facing sex therapists and society as a whole. Seeking solutions to these and other common sexual and relationship problems, the book
provides a practical, sensitive and modern approach, which tackles the complexities of contemporary relationships, identity, love and sex. A
comprehensive, stepped approach to psychosexual therapy is offered, demonstrating how to tackle blocks to sex and intimacy as well as
providing an understanding of how and why they develop. Loss of desire, sexual pain and erectile and orgasm difficulties are seen within the
context of modern life and relationship dynamics, so that comprehensive and realistic solutions are more readily enabled. The book looks at
significant issues such as sexual consent, sexual and gender identity, sexual trauma and culture, as well as the more recent challenges of
porn-related sexual dependency, chemsex, female genital cutting and technology. Throughout, the emphasis is on recognising and meeting
the specific obstacles and needs of a wide diversity of relationships and experiences, providing a vast toolbox to appropriately address
contemporary sexual issues. Established sex therapists, as well as students, will benefit from the book’s modern approach which focuses on
each partner’s experience, avoiding outcome and response anxiety entirely and appreciating the range of pressures experienced by modern
couples. Relationship therapists and couples themselves will also be motivated by new ideas and explanations, which often challenge
existing intuitive understanding to produce nuanced and effective solutions to improve sex and intimacy.
Looks at issues concerning sexuality and religion in nine of the world's religions, including Daoism, Hinduism, Judaism, and Catholicism,
covering such topics as sexual orientation, reproductive rights, and sexual rituals.
There is currently no single resource that compiles the various applications to the many clinical populations being served by Emotionally
Focused Therapy today. The Emotionally Focused Casebook fills that void as a substantive reference for clinicians, students, professors, and
supervisors using and teaching EFT. Each chapter utilizes a hands-on case study approach with concrete guidelines and illustrations for the
adaptation and application of EFT with specific treatment populations. This Casebook is the perfect practical resource for professionals and
students looking for examples of specific theoretical, conceptual, and treatment applications of EFT.
Though sexual medicine is probably among the oldest of medical specialties, in fact not much was spoken about the subject till Kinsey
published his first report in 1948. Speaking of sex was not considered a taboo by ancient civilizations, but this has not continued into the
modern era. Herein lies the principle problem...patients and even doctors are not willing to openly discuss sexuality and sexual health.
Healthcare professionals also fail to discuss these pertinent issues due to a lack of time, resources and general fear of causing offense. More
importantly, there seems to be a lack of good training. Societies like the International Society of Sexual Medicine and European Society of
Sexual Medicine (ESSM) are actively taking up the cause and furthering research into this particular field. Considering that the prevalence of
male and female sexual dysfunction in the general population ranges between 2 and 10%, the need of the hour is to train more doctors to
professionally practice sexual medicine. Good textbooks on sexual medicine for primary healthcare providers are few and far between. The
ESSM has come out with a working syllabus but a more concise text is still lacking. This book, Sexual Medicine – Principles and Practice,
aims to bridge that gap by presenting scientific principles in the treatment of male and female sexual dysfunction, while also highlighting
numerous recent advances. Reviewing basic principles like assessment of male and female sexual function and/or dysfunction, along with
sex therapy, it offers an essential reference guide for physicians, surgeons, gynecologists, urologists, and all those wish to practice sexual
medicine
Foucault - The Key Ideas is a concise introduction to the life, works and ideas of this ground-breaking modern philosopher. This book will not
only guide you through the events of Foucault's life and help you to understand his most complex ideas with ease; it will also demonstrate the
practical impact of those ideas on life today. Covering everything from Foucault's views on the philosophy and sociology of knowledge to his
analysis of power and institutions in society, this book offers a fascinating insight into the legacy of this revolutionary thinker. NOT GOT
MUCH TIME? One, five and ten-minute introductions to key principles to get you started. AUTHOR INSIGHTS Lots of instant help with
common problems and quick tips for success, based on the author's many years of experience. TEST YOURSELF Tests in the book and
online to keep track of your progress. EXTEND YOUR KNOWLEDGE Extra online articles at www.teachyourself.com to give you a richer
understanding of study skills. FIVE THINGS TO REMEMBER Quick refreshers to help you remember the key facts. TRY THIS Innovative
exercises illustrate what you've learnt and how to use it.
New edition of an authoritative guide to human sexual behavior from a biopsychosocial perspective The thoroughly revised and updated
second edition of The Psychology of Human Sexuality explores the roles that biology, psychology, and the social and cultural context play in
shaping human sexual behavior. The author – a noted authority on the topic and an affiliate of the acclaimed Kinsey Institute - puts the
spotlight on the most recent research and theory on human sexuality, with an emphasis on psychology. The text presents the major
theoretical perspectives on human sexuality, and details the vast diversity of sexual attitudes and behaviors that exist in the modern world.
The author also reviews the history of sexology and explores its unique methods and ethical considerations. Overall, this important and
comprehensive text provides readers with a better understanding of, and appreciation for, the science of sex and the amazing complexity of
human sexuality. Features broad coverage of topics including anatomy, gender and sexual orientation, sexual behaviors, sexual difficulties
and solutions, prostitution, and pornography Offers more in-depth treatment of relationships than comparable texts, with separate chapters
dealing with attraction and relationship processes Includes cutting-edge research on the origins of sexual orientation and gender identity, as
well as new treatments for sexually transmitted infections and sexual dysfunctions Is written from a sex-positive perspective, with expanded
coverage of cross-cultural research throughout and material that is inclusive and respectful of a diverse audience Includes numerous
activities to facilitate dynamic, interactive classroom environments Written for students of human sexuality and anyone interested in the topic,
The Psychology of Human Sexuality offers a guide to the psychology of human sexual behavior that is at once inclusive, thorough, and
authoritative in its approach.
Christian Perspectives on Sexuality and Gender is a collection of important, challenging and creative articles. Originally published separately
in different journals they are offered here for the first time to a wider audience. The writers represent a variety of Christian (and one nonChristian) responses to issues such as: sexuality and the Christian tradition; sexuality and gender; power and relation; marriage; sexuality
and spirituality; love; gay and lesbian sexuality; the body; sexuality and love; sexuality and violence; sexuality and singleness and the family.
Christian Perspectives on Sexuality and Gender will prove a vital and invaluable resource to scholars, students and all those interested in
Christianity's attempts to wrestle with issues of sexuality and gender.
This book investigates various experiences of teaching sexual and reproductive health to adolescents with disabilities. Following the adoption
of the UNCRPD, adolescents with disabilities still commonly suffer from widespread violation of their rights particularly concerning sexual and
reproductive health – often being viewed as either asexual or hypersexual. Contemporary societies do not readily encourage the participation
of these young people in conversations or decision making processes concerning their own sexual and reproductive health. This book delves
into such complex issues, critically examining how global communities attempt to teach sexual and reproductive issues to adolescents with
disabilities in the modern era.

This book is about current issues in sexual morality, the Christian church, and moral argument in late modernity.
Surveys the ways in which Christain ideas and institutions shaped the sexual norms and conduct from the time of
Columbus and Luther to that of Thomas Jefferson.
In this issue of Urologic Clinics, Guest Editors Alan W Shindel and Tom F. Lue bring their considerable expertise to the
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topic of Sexual Dysfunction. Top experts in the field cover key topics such as Sexual Wellness in transgender persons;
Energy-based Therapies for ED; Oncology Survivorship and Sexual Wellness for Men and Women; Sexual Wellness in
Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Patients; and more. Provides in-depth, clinical reviews in Sexual Dysfunction, providing
actionable insights for clinical practice. Presents the latest information on this timely, focused topic under the leadership
of experienced editors in the field; Authors synthesize and distill the latest research and practice guidelines to create
these timely topic-based reviews. Contains 16 relevant, practice-oriented topics including Management of Penile
Fracture; Physiology of Erection and Pathophysiology of Erectile Dysfunction; Stem Cell and Gene-Based Therapy for
ED; Management of Priapism; and more.
Susan Brownmiller’s groundbreaking bestseller uncovers the culture of violence against women with a devastating
exploration of the history of rape—now with a new preface by the author exposing the undercurrents of rape still present
today Rape, as author Susan Brownmiller proves in her startling and important book, is not about sex but about power,
fear, and subjugation. For thousands of years, it has been viewed as an acceptable “spoil of war,” used as a weapon by
invading armies to crush the will of the conquered. The act of rape against women has long been cloaked in lies and
false justifications. It is ignored, tolerated, even encouraged by governments and military leaders, misunderstood by
police and security organizations, freely employed by domineering husbands and lovers, downplayed by medical and
legal professionals more inclined to “blame the victim,” and, perhaps most shockingly, accepted in supposedly civilized
societies worldwide, including the United States. Against Our Will is a classic work that has been widely credited with
changing prevailing attitudes about violence against women by awakening the public to the true and continuing tragedy of
rape around the globe and throughout the ages. Selected by the New York Times Book Review as an Outstanding Book
of the Year and included among the New York Public Library’s Books of the Century, Against Our Will remains an
essential work of sociological and historical importance.
The Routledge History of Sex and the Body provides an overview of the main themes surrounding the history of sexuality
from 1500 to the present day. The history of sex and the body is an expanding field in which vibrant debate on, for
instance, the history of homosexuality, is developing. This book examines the current scholarship and looks towards
future directions across the field. The volume is divided into fourteen thematic chapters, which are split into two
chronological sections 1500 – 1750 and 1750 to present day. Focusing on the history of sexuality and the body in the
West but also interactions with a broader globe, these thematic chapters survey the major areas of debate and
discussion. Covering themes such as science, identity, the gaze, courtship, reproduction, sexual violence and the
importance of race, the volume offers a comprehensive view of the history of sex and the body. The book concludes with
an afterword in which the reader is invited to consider some of the 'tensions, problems and areas deserving further
scrutiny'. Including contributors renowned in their field of expertise, this ground-breaking collection is essential reading for
all those interested in the history of sexuality and the body.
????This text is intended to help social work practitioners move beyond both these often-accepted constructions of
sexuality and the range of methods that are available to social workers in their clinical practice. Various themes are
apparent throughout each of the chapters in this volume: the range of sexual experience and expression that exists
across individuals; a recognition of our society’s responses to expressions of sexuality, including the social, attitudinal,
and cultural barriers that inhibit the expression of healthy sexuality and that constrain our approaches to assisting
individuals with their recovery from trauma; the need to consistently and painstakingly examine our own assumptions
relating to sexuality in order to be more effective with our clients; and the delicate balance that is often required when
working with clients around issues of sexuality in the context of institutions, community, and societal structures.?
Sex has no history, but sexual science does. Starting in the late nineteenth century, scholars and activists all over the
world suddenly began to insist that understandings of sex be based on science. As Japanese and Indian sexologists
influenced their German, British and American counterparts, and vice versa, sexuality, modernity, and imaginings of
exotified “Others” became intimately linked. The first anthology to provide a worldwide perspective on the birth and
development of the field, A Global History of Sexual Science contends that actors outside of Europe—in Asia, Latin
America, and Africa—became important interlocutors in debates on prostitution, birth control or transvestitism. Ideas
circulated through intellectual exchange, travel, and internationally produced and disseminated publications. Twenty
scholars tackle specific issues, including the female orgasm and the criminalization of male homosexuality, to
demonstrate how concepts and ideas introduced by sexual scientists gained currency throughout the modern world.
C. G. Jung, despite not being widely known for his views on sexuality or the treatment of sexual issues, made extensive
contributions to understanding the complexities of this field throughout his life. In Jung and Sex, Edward Santana makes
the case that reclaiming this knowledge can address substantial problems with current treatments and support many who
struggle with sexual issues. This thorough exploration of Jung’s approach to sexual issues presents a wide-ranging new
look at his work and adds contemporary perspectives for helping those suffering with sexual difficulties. The book calls
for an important bridging of clinical perspectives to address the contemporary challenges of complex sexual issues and
brings attention to a large body of Jung’s work on human sexuality, ranging from pioneering thoughts on sexual
expressions of the soul to understanding ways to treat sexual symptoms. Jung and Sex provides a comprehensive
analysis of Jung’s views on, and clinical approaches to, sexual issues and treatments, using this knowledge in order to
help those with sexual problems and the professionals who support them. It is an essential text for understanding critical
dimensions of human sexuality. Jung and Sex is an important contribution that closes a gap in the literature of Jungian
psychology. It offers unique insights into the subject for Jungian psychotherapists, analytical psychologists, sex
therapists, and relationship counselors. The book also supports the work of academics and those interested in
contemporary applications of Jungian and post-Jungian studies.
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Sexual drives are rooted in biology, but we don't act on them blindly. Indeed, as the eminently readable judge and legal scholar
Richard Posner shows, we make quite rational choices about sex, based on the costs and benefits perceived. Drawing on the
fields of biology, law, history, religion, and economics, this sweeping study examines societies from ancient Greece to today's
Sweden and issues from masturbation, incest taboos, date rape, and gay marriage to Baby M. The first comprehensive approach
to sexuality and its social controls, Posner's rational choice theory surprises, explains, predicts, and totally absorbs. Table of
Contents: Introduction Part One: The History of Sexuality 1. Theoretical Sexology The Development of the Field Social
Constructionism (with a Glance at Gender Disorders) Other Threads in the Multidisciplinary Tapestry 2. Autres Temps, Autres
Moeurs/foreign word The History of Western Sexual Mores The Sexual Mores of Non-Western Cultures 3. Sexuality and Law Part
Two: A Theory of Sexuality 4. The Biology of Sex The Biological Basis and Character of "Normal" Sex The Biology of "Deviant"
Sex Conclusion and Critique 5. Sex and Rationality The Benefits of Sex The Costs of Sex Complementarity of Sexual Practices 6.
The History of Sexuality from the Perspective of Economics Greek Love and the Institutionalization of Pederasty Monasticism,
Puritanism, and Christian Sex Ethics Swedish Permissiveness Three Stages in the Evolution of Sexual Morality 7. Optimal
Regulation of Sexuality The Model of Morally Indifferent Sex Elaborated The Externalities of Sex Incest and Revulsion The
Efficacy of Sexual Regulations Designing an Optimal Punishment Scheme for Sex Crimes The Political Economy of Sexual
Regulation 8. Moral Theories of Sexuality Are Moral Theories Falsifiable? Christian and Liberal Theories of Sex Sexual Radicals
Part Three: The Regulation of Sexuality 9. Marriage and the Channeling of Sex Restrictions on Marrying Regulating Nonmarital
Sex 10. The Control of Pregnancy Contraception Abortion 11. Homosexuality: The Policy Questions The Phenomenon
Reconsidered Relations between Consenting Adults: Sodomy Laws and Homosexual Marriage Discrimination against
Homosexuals, with Particular Reference to Military Service 12. The Sexual Revolution in the Courts From Griswold v. Connecticut
to Roe v. Wade Bowers v. Hardwick and Beyond 13. Erotic Art, Pornography, and Nudity The Economy of Erotic Representation
The Social Consequences of Pornography Deciding What-If Anything-to Punish 14. Coercive Sex Sexual Abuse of Adults Sexual
Abuse of Children 15. Separating Reproduction from Sex Adoption Artificial Insemination and the Issue of Surrogate Motherhood
Eugenics and Population Conclusion Acknowledgements Index Reviews of this book: [Posner] is one of the most distinguished
and prolific legal thinkers of his generation [and this is an] extraordinary book...Like [George Bernard] Shaw, he combines a
passion for exposing humbug and pseudo-profundity with an odd but genuine sort of social compassion, a delight in shocking the
self-righteous with a love of human diversity and freedom...We will remember, and profit by, the wit and the courage of his attacks
on bigotry, folly, and cruelty. --Martha C. Nussbaum, New Republic Reviews of this book: An incisive tour through theories of
sexuality and legal regulation of such matters as marriage, pregnancy, homosexuality, sexual revolution in the courts, erotic art,
pornography and nudity, sexual abuse, and the separation of reproduction from sex...At a time when intellectual shoddiness
permeates our highest court, [Posner] is a true philosopher of law. --Carlin Romano, Washington Post Book World
Through a blend of history and historiography, Gender, Sex and the Shaping of Modern Europe provides a clear and concise
introduction to gender history in the region. The detailed examples and engaging language make this a useful overview for
students not only of gender history, but also of European history more widely, as considerations of gender illuminate our
understanding of historical change and individual experience. In six thematic chapters that cover democracy and capitalism,
imperialism and war, the authors explain how gender roles were socially constructed and how they influenced political and
economic developments during the period. This new edition has been thoroughly re-edited and expanded to take account of
ongoing methodological innovation and recent scholarship in the field. The book also includes a brand new chapter on sexuality in
the 21st century and extended material on: · Scandinavia · The Mediterranean · Alternative Sexualities · Women's history and
femininity Gender, Sex and the Shaping of Modern Europe is a key text for all students of gender history and the history of modern
Europe in general.
Human sexuality today stands at the crossroads between biological diversity and social conformity, and a battle between the two
rages in the media, in social institutions, and in our daily lives. As a sex therapist, Michael Aaron witnesses this struggle each and
every day as it plays out on his therapy couch. Modern Sexuality: The Truth about Sex and Relationships examines how biology
and society collide head-on in the realm of human sexuality. Here, Aaron carefully and convincingly debunks some of the most
commonly held beliefs about sexuality – that it is learned and can be changed; that “abnormal” sexual behavior is pathological;
that healthy sexuality involves intimacy; that intimacy is the same to everyone; and that sexuality must have a clearly defined
purpose. Using groundbreaking brain-imaging studies and cutting- edge psychological insights, Modern Sexuality presents the
overwhelming case for sexual diversity including orientation, non-traditional relationships, and even specific fantasies and kinks. In
a world where sexual “outsiders” battle for acceptance, this work helps to explore the variety of sexual expressions from a
normative standpoint, helping readers to understand that their own desires and those of others can happily exist on the same
continuum.
Written to promote the development of students? critical thinking and analytical abilities through the analysis of theory and
evidence concerning sexuality, this book covers topics typically covered in human sexuality courses (anatomy, physiology, gender,
love and relationships, development, reproductive issues, disorders) but from a psychological perspective.
With the eyes of the world watching South Africa, this book provides a unique window on the transition to democracy through an
analysis of the practice of power in language.
What did sex mean for ordinary people before the sexual revolution of the 1960s and 1970s, who were often pitied by later
generations as repressed, unfulfilled and full of moral anxiety? This book provides the first rounded, first-hand account of sexuality
in marriage in the early and mid-twentieth century. These award-winning authors look beyond conventions of silence among the
respectable majority to challenge stereotypes of ignorance and inhibition. Based on vivid, compelling and frank testimonies from a
socially and geographically diverse range of individuals, the book explores a spectrum of sexual experiences, from learning about
sex and sexual practices in courtship, to attitudes to the body, marital ideals and birth control. It demonstrates that while the era's
emphasis on silence and strict moral codes could for some be a source of inhibition and dissatisfaction, for many the culture of
privacy and innocence was central to fulfilling and pleasurable intimate lives.
A Global History of Sexuality provides a provocative,wide-ranging introduction to the history of sexuality from the lateeighteenth
century to the present day. Explores what sexuality has meant in the everyday lives ofindividuals over the last 200 years
Organized around four major themes: the formation of sexualidentity, the regulation of sexuality by societal norms, theregulation of
sexuality by institutions, and the intersection ofsexuality with globalization Examines the topic from a comparative, global
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perspective, withwell-chosen case studies to illuminate the broader themes Includes interdisciplinary contributions from
prominenthistorians, sociologists, anthropologists, and sexuality studiesscholars Introduces important theoretical concepts in a
clear,accessible way
The Sexual History of the Global South explores the gap between sexuality studies and post-colonial cultural critique. Featuring
twelve case studies, based on original historical and ethnographic research from countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, the
book examines the sexual investments underlying the colonial project and the construction of modern nation-states. Covering
issues of heteronormativity, post-colonial amnesia regarding non-normative sexualities, women's sexual agency, the policing of the
boundaries between the public and the private realm, sexual citizenship, the connections between LGBTQ activism and processes
of state formation, and the emergence of sexuality studies in the global South, this collection is of great geographical, historical,
and topical significance.
Sex in Global History: Modern Sources and Perspectives is a collection of primary and secondary sources that illustrates how sex, gender,
and sexuality have changed throughout the world over the past 300 years. These sources range from the Spanish Conquest of North
America to contemporary transgender history, and address themes of colonialism, representation, scientific inquiry and authority, rights and
regulations, and more. Sex in Global History includes material on the imposition of gender norms in China during the 18th and 19th century;
race, sex, and gender in Europe before the 20th century; Victorian efforts to regulate sex, gender, and sexuality; and the idea of "new
women" around the world who, by the 1920s, proclaimed independence from traditional gender norms. The book builds upon the global
history of sex, gender, and sexuality to address contemporary issues including the invention of sexology, the sexual revolutions of the 1970s,
and transgender history. Offering a rich variety of perspectives, Sex in Global History is ideal for undergraduate courses in anthropology,
history, gender studies, and sociology that focus on the histories of sex, gender, and sexuality.
This accessible guide confronts myths and pressures surrounding men and sex, promoting a positive and healthy model of male sexuality
that replaces traditional expectations. The chapters in this book engage with cultural assumptions about male sexuality, from harmful early
messaging, to the importance of enjoying intimacy, pleasure, and eroticism over the age of 60. The authors challenge the effects of toxic
masculinity and traditional gendered roles in sex, celebrating sexual diversity, confronting double standards, and empowering men and
couples to develop an equitable sexual bond. Case studies and psychosexual skill exercises are integrated throughout to make each concept
personal and concrete, and incorporate the Good Enough Sex (GES) model to promote an authentic sexual self throughout the lifespan. With
a focus on mutual consent and pleasure, Contemporary Male Sexuality offers a new model of male sexuality that helps men and couples
achieve a satisfying, secure, and sexual bond, replacing damaging expectations with healthy sexual values.
This collection of essays traces Calvinism's presence in twentieth-century literature and demonstrates its impact as psychological construct,
cultural institution, and socio-political model.
Now in a fully revised and updated second edition, this important work provides authoritative scientific and applied perspectives on the full
range of paraphilias and other sexual behavior problems. For each major clinical syndrome, a chapter on psychopathology and theory is
followed by a chapter on assessment and treatment. Challenges in working with sex offenders are considered in depth. Thoroughly rewritten
to reflect a decade of advances in the field, the second edition features many new chapters and new authors. New topics include an
integrated etiological model, sexual deviance across the lifespan, Internet offenders, multiple paraphilias, neurobiological processes, the
clinician as expert witness, and public health approaches.
Christianity and Sexuality in the Early Modern World surveys the ways in which people from the time of Luther and Columbus to that of
Thomas Jefferson used Christian ideas and institutions to regulate and shape sexual norms and conduct, and examines the impact of their
efforts. Global in scope and geographic in organization, the book contains chapters on Protestant, Catholic, and Orthodox Europe, Latin
America and the Caribbean, Africa and Asia, and North America. It explores key topics, including marriage and divorce, fornication and
illegitimacy, clerical sexuality, same-sex relations, witchcraft and love magic, moral crimes, and inter-racial relationships. The book sets its
findings within the context of many historical fields, including the history of gender and sexuality, and of colonialism and race. Each chapter in
this third edition has been updated to reflect new scholarship, particularly on the actual lived experience of people around the world. This has
resulted in expanded coverage of nearly every issue, including notions of the body and of honor, gendered religious symbols, religious and
racial intermarriage, sexual and gender fluidity, the process of conversion, the interweaving of racial identity and religious ideologies, and the
role of Indigenous and enslaved people in shaping Christian traditions and practices. It is ideal for students of the history of sexuality, early
modern Christianity, and early modern gender.
Tritiya-Prakriti: People of the Third Sex is a collection of years of research into a topic seldom discussed or easily found within the
Hindu/Vedic scriptural canon. Based entirely upon authentic Sanskrit references and modern concurring facts, the book guides us through the
original Hindu concept of a "third sex" (defined as homosexuals, transgenders and the intersexed), how such people were constructively
incorporated into ancient Indian society, and how foreign influences eventually eroded away that noble system. It discusses how this concept
can be practically applied in todays modern world, the importance of all-inclusiveness in human society, and the spiritual principle of learning
to transcend material designations altogether. Tritiya-Prakriti: People of the Third Sex will be a valuable source of reference for anyone
interested in Hindu/LGBTI studies whether they are newcomers to the field or seasoned veterans of Vedic knowledge. It offers a veritable
treasure trove of fresh information and ideas that will likely challenge the reader to rediscover and rethink Hinduisms traditional understanding
and treatment of gay, lesbian, and other gender-variant people within its culture. "The recognition of a third sex in ancient India and Hinduism
is highly relevant in many ways. Our own modern-day society has only recently begun to understand sexual orientation, transgender identity,
and intersex conditions, and our legal and social systems are just beginning to catch up with and accommodate such people in a fair and
realistic way . . . yet ancient India had already addressed and previously resolved this issue many thousands of years ago in the course of its
own civilizations development. Indeed, there is much we can learn from ancient Indias knowledge regarding the recognition and
accommodation of a 'third sex' within society." -Amara Das Wilhelm "In India there is a system where such people (the third sex) have their
own society, and whenever there is some good occasion like marriage or childbirth, they go there and pray to God that this child may be very
long living." -A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada "Gay and lesbian people have always been a part of society from Vedic times to our
postmodern times. They should be accepted for what they are in terms of their sexual orientation and encouraged like everyone else to
pursue spiritual life." -B.V. Tripurari Swami "Initially, I did not really allow myself to go deep in trying to understand the third sex. I figured that
this was necessary only for those who are insensitive, arrogant and fundamentalist . . . who think that they are compassionate and tolerant
while basically being superficial and even condescending. It is quite amazing how most of us can be so prejudiced about so many things and
not even know it . . . .I thank you and several others for your compassion and for your tolerance in making efforts to educate your Godfamily,
so that we can be more authentic servants of the servant." -H.H. Bhakti Tirtha Swami
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